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Sustainable, responsible and “ESG” (environmental, social and governance) funds, 
whatever you choose to call them, are having a banner year in 2020. According to 
Bloomberg, ESG exchange traded funds (ETFs) have attracted $22 billion so far in 
2020, doubling overall ESG ETF assets. While there has been an uptick in interest to 
invest ‘sustainably’, many investors may not grasp how ESG screens work and how 
they may differ in practice. The following article discusses some ESG investing issues.  
 

“Record Flows Pour into ESG Funds as Their ‘Wokeness’ is Debated” - BNN Bloomberg 
 

Many investors may believe that the environmental and social screens used by ESG 
ETFs and mutual funds would result in a portfolio without oil sands or other 
controversial stocks but this is not necessarily the case.  
 

There are two schools of thought when it comes to ESG portfolio management:  
 

1) Use ESG screens to exclude stocks from a portfolio, and  
 

2)  Use ESG principals to enact change at companies that are “bad actors”.     
 

Many ESG funds will stick to just #1 or #2 above while some will incorporate a little bit 
of both to create and manage an ESG portfolio. There are also niche ESG ETFs that will 
only own companies that aim to achieve very particular ESG objectives such as low 
carbon, fossil fuel-free or gender diversity/equality. 
 

It is important to read and understand ESG fund documents to get an understanding 
of how a particular ESG fund operates. Only then can you buy an ESG fund that 
matches your individual investing objectives. We can help guide you in choosing which 
ESG fund would be most appropriate for you. 
 

Another area of ESG or responsible investing is ‘impact investing’. Impact investing is 
not far from #2 above but is less about an individual company abiding by some set of 
ESG principles and more about being a key player in achieving positive social or 
environmental goals in general. ‘Impact investments’ tend to be focused in the areas 
of healthcare, education, agriculture and clean/renewable energy. One popular 
impact investing ETF is the iShares MSCI Global Impact ETF (SDG-US) which invests in 
companies that aid in achieving the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.  
 

ESG, responsible/sustainable investing and impact investing are used interchangeably 
but we believe this will change with time. We see ESG investing as simply applying an 
ESG screen to exclude bad actors or get them to act a bit better. This has impact but 
not a big one. Alternately, impact investing IS responsible/sustainable investing. The 
goal of impact investing is to invest in companies that are having a positive impact on 
the world thereby making financing cheaper for these companies, allowing them to achieve more, faster.  

 

Current Rates  & 
Data 

 

Govt of Canada 

  90 day  0.09% 

  1 year  0.20% 

  2 year  0.26% 

  5 year  0.46% 

  10 year  0.75% 

  30 year  1.31% 

  
  U.S. Treasury 

  90 day  0.09% 

  1 year  0.12% 

  2 year  0.17% 

  5 year  0.42% 

  10 year  0.93% 

  30 year  1.69% 

  
  Canada  

Prime Rate 

  2.45% 

    U.S.  
Prime Rate 

  3.25% 

    Exchange  
Rates 

  CAD/USD 0.761 

  USD/EUR 1.181 

  JPY/USD 105.1 

  

 

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/record-flows-pour-into-esg-funds-as-their-wokeness-is-debated-1.1512766
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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• Joe Biden has decisively defeated Donald Trump to 
win the US presidential election. The vote appeared 
to be closer on Election Day before counting mail-in 
votes, which heavily favoured Biden. If Democrats 
win both Senate seats in the Georgia run-off election 
in January, this would block Republican control of 
the Senate, giving Democrats the capability to pass 
legislation with ease. 
  

• A second wave of COVID-19 has resulted in new 
four to six week lockdowns across much of Europe 
as ICU capacity nears levels not seen since April. 
Many regions in North America are getting close to 
maximum hospital/ICU capacity and may need to 
lock down again to avoid unnecessary deaths as 
well. Economies that lock down will need more 
stimulus or the 2020 recession is likely to resume.  

 

  

• iShares MSCI Global Impact ETF (SDG-US). This ETF provides exposure to global stocks aiming to advance 
themes related to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, primarily education and climate change. This 
ETF explicitly excludes businesses involved in alcohol, tobacco, firearms and other weapons, and 
predatory lending. Top five holdings include Vesta Wind Systems (VWS-US), Nio (NIO-US), Tesla (TSLA-
US), Procter & Gamble (PG-US) and Johnson Matthey (JMAT-LN). SGD has an MER of 0.49%. 

• AGF Global Sustainable Growth Equity Fund (AGF6250). This fund provides exposure to companies that 
tackle global sustainability issues using a thematic investment framework focusing on four key themes: 
energy and power technologies, water/wastewater solutions, waste management and pollution control, 
and health and well-being. Top five holdings include Danaher (DHR-US), Thermo Fisher (TMO-US), 
Keyence (KYCCF-US), Tetra Tech (TTEK-US) and Trex (TREX-US). This fund has an MER of 1.19% (Series F). 

• Desjardins SocieTerra Positive Change Fund (DJT03974). This fund’s investing approach is a combination 
of the funds above, using a thematic approach to invest to further the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals. As a result, it tends to invest with more conviction (~34 stocks vs 50+) and it tends to hold more 
health care and technology stocks. Top five holdings are Tesla (TSLA-US), ASML (ASML-US), Dexcom 
(DXCM-US), Taiwan Semi (TSM-US) and Illumina (ILMN-US). This fund has an MER of 1.24% (Series F). 

 Key risk points: ESG and thematic investing tends to result in high sector concentration in the health 
care, technology and industrials sectors. This can result in higher portfolio volatility over time. 

  
 

 
 

Keep an eye out for an invitation to join us for client webinar on ESG investing and strategies hosted by 
Steele Wealth Management and Desjardins Investments. Desjardins has been a leader in responsible 
investing for over 30 years and we are happy to have them on board to discuss ESG and thematic investing. 
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Any bond, debenture or preferred share ratings listed within this newsletter are those of DBRS (Dominion Bond Rating Service). 

All rates mentioned within this newsletter are as of November 12, 2020, unless otherwise stated. Rates have been sourced from Bloomberg. All 

stock information has been sourced from Market-Q. 

This newsletter has been prepared by Steele Wealth Management and expresses the opinions of the author and not necessarily those of Raymond 

James Ltd. (RJL). Statistics, factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their accuracy cannot be 

guaranteed. This newsletter is furnished on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof.  It is for 

information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities.  RJL and its officers, directors, 

employees and their families may from time to time invest in the securities discussed in this newsletter.  This newsletter is intended for distribution 

only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered as a dealer in securities.  Any distribution or dissemination of this newsletter in any other 

jurisdiction is strictly prohibited.  Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd. Member-Canadian Investor 
Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., which is not a Member-Canadian 

Investor Protection Fund. 

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments.  Please read the 

prospectus before investing.  The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value 

and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable 

by any security holder that would have reduced returns.  Mutual funds and other securities are not insured nor guaranteed, their values change 

frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  

As the investment products listed in this newsletter may not be appropriate for everyone, a recommendation would only be made following a 

personal review of an individual’s portfolio and risk tolerance. 
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